
Tuesday (9.20.22) Crisis Update 
 

The sun rose this morning and our solar panels began to capture the sun’s life-giving energy and 

charge our batteries. Gabens and the maintenance team have inaugurated an energy conservation 

plan. 
 

During the day, energy will be stored in the batteries. In the late afternoon we will begin 

unplugging things that are big energy drains: water coolers, refrigerators. This will hopefully 

give us enough energy to have lights during the night. We will reduce the use of fans. My toaster 

has gone into early retirement. This morning I had a piece of charred bread…charred on the open 

flame from the stove. 
 

Fortunately for me and the kids, cookies do not require refrigeration. Thanks to all the efforts we 

made on Sunday and Monday, we have enough food and water for a few days. The propane gas 

on hand will last for two weeks. The cars have enough gas to get around as needed.  
 

We are still safer and less primitive than most people in Haiti. Our neighbors were in total 

darkness last night.  
 

I worry about hospitals running out of power...and people dying as a result. 
 

I’m concerned about the power needed to operate the airport: lights for night landing and the 

radar equipment. All major stores and supermarkets remain closed, cutting off access to food and 

supplies, such as flashlights. Banks too remain closed. Cash is also scarce.  
 

At least Hurricane Fiona spared Haiti. The people in Puerto Rico are really suffering at this time 

from catastrophic flooding and power outages. 
 

In the early years of Santa Chiara in our first two homes, we had no power for long stretches of 

each day. We know how to operate without electrical power.  
 

On Monday, the police cleared some of the barricades in Petionville. But the streets in most of the 

city are empty as no one has fuel to operate their vehicles. Looters are ransacking the warehouses 

of charities, such as Catholic Charities and Food for the Poor, hauling away sacks of rice and other 

supplies.  
 

At 9:00am, the policeman who serves as our part-time security agent called to say he found 

someone who could sell and deliver us 5 gallons of diesel fuel. Using our current conservation 

strategy, that amount of fuel could last us for three days. The cost of 4,500 gourdes, which comes 

to about $38 which is about $7.50 per gallon. Plus, we had to pay 1,400 gourdes to have the fuel 

delivered to us, which came to an additional twelve bucks. We later learned that this guy who 

brought the fuel could get us 60 gallons of diesel fuel (one huge barrel) for 54,000 gourdes or 

about $450 in US funds (the same $7.50 per gallon). The guy could also sell us 60 gallons of 

gasoline for 75,000 gourdes. I told Gabens to order 30 gallons of gas. The gas will cost 37,500 

gourdes (about $315 or about $10.50 per gallon). We will have to pay 1,000 gourdes to have all 

this fuel transported in a tap-tap. Gabens called a money changer to come to Santa Chiara and I 



exchanged $1,000 in US currency. I dipped into my emergency funds to pay for the diesel fuel 

and gasoline. The gas is more expensive because it is more in demand. I hope I don’t regret not 

buying 60 gallons of gas. I just got concerned about shelling out so much money. The total amount 

I spent just for fuel today was $820…which all came out of my emergency fund. 
 

I think this crisis makes it clear to all our Journal readers that Haiti is still a cash society. Every 

month, whatever cash I spend I tuck away in my emergency fund. Over the years, that fund saved 

us many times, and I always try to replenish it as quickly as possible.  
 

With the acquisition of this fuel, we should be able to ride out the current crisis for another month. 

Hopefully within that time frame, some resolution will have been reached. 
 

I feel more at ease leaving on Sunday knowing that things will be as good as they can be during 

the 12 days I am in Florida.  
 

While all that has been good news, the Cloud Brothers have been concealing Sister Sun and 

blocking her bountiful energy. This is why will always need some fuel on hand. Steph unplugged 

our refrigerator to lessen the drain on the inverter.  

 

 
 

And finally, when I went downstairs this morning, I was surprised to see the kitchen ladies 

cooking with charcoal. It took a little investigating to learn why when I had procured propane 

gas the day before. When the kitchen staff prepare lunch that includes bean sauce, it is a Haitian 

tradition to cook the hard beans using charcoal as the heat is more intense and cooks the beans 

faster than propane gas does. Cooking the beans with propane gas uses a lot of the fuel. Once the 

beans have been cooked, they use the propane gas to cook the sauce. This is more economical. Of 

course, the downside is the fumes from the charcoal are a problem. The kitchen staff took it upon 

themselves to preserve the propane gas we have. Gabens approved of this upon hearing about it.    

 



 
 

The tap-tap with the fuel arrived around 2:15pm. They brought two extra gallons of diesel fuel 

and an addition gallon of gas, which in increased the price by 3,000 gourdes (about $25). 
 

 
 

 
                      The taller, bald man on the left is Officer Richard, our new security agent.   



 
Our guys moving the heaving drum of  diesel fuel into the generator room. 

 

 
I had Stephania sit inside the tap-tap to show readers what the inside of tap-tap looks like. 

 

We are and will always be in God’s hand; moreover, we know, mystically, that God has 

no other hands but ours. Therefore, to be aware of the suffering in our world means we 

must become one with the suffering poor in any manner or form as we are able. Because 

of the generosity of so many people manifesting God’s hands, I had the emergency funds 

we needed today and the team who will manage those resources wisely. For this I give 

thanks and all praise to God.  

 


